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…. Let us now peek into our neighbours’ room, who are already finishing the first
Bulgarian cartoon film :” It Serves Him Right”( 8000 pictures, 300 m length, 12 min of
showing). The work here is of completely different nature and the process of finalizing is
much more complicated.
Imagine a room- neither a big, nor a small one- where a team of painter-animators,



almost all of them young girls- are working hard from morning till evening over the
pictures, to which the film reel will give life and which on the screen will move the
children and entertain the adults.
“We are all “in love” with the sweet characters of the film that we are preparing,”
explains Jivka.
“Is it true, girls? ” we ask the others with a false tone of doubt and for couple of seconds
we take a look at the rest of the painters- Elza, Milka, Radka, Vyara, Magda, Boika and
Zdravka.
“Of course it’s true!”, answer simultaneously several thin voices and half a dozen smiles
are given to us from all sides.
How is a cartoon film made?
The producer, who by all means must be a painter, studies closely the scenario and then
divides it into pictures; at the same time another division is done- by “actors”, i.e.
grouping all of the pictures, in which will be shown each one of the characters. This
scenario division makes easier the future making of the film.
Following this preparation, the producer distributes the work among the animators.
Several days are given for a general study of the “actors”, either by visiting the zoo(if
they are animals), or in other ways. In the meantime the producer works out the scenario
in graphical form; i.e. defines ,with the help of pictures for instruction purposes, the
starting and the finishing point of every particular movement, while the animators draw
the movements in between ( the animators should know how many separate pictures must
be done for every particular movement).
The pictures, onto which later are put numbers, are drown by a pencil. After a scene is
shown by a respective number of pictures, they are taken to the filming table, where they
are registered onto the film reel. The film itself is, of course, a long way before
completion, but this is done in order to be seen whether some of the movements are
incorrectly shown and need to be done once again.
As soon as the pencil pictures are complete, they are treated over celluloid by a drawingpen
for the final outlines of the figures; then the empty spaces are filled with half-tones
from black to light gray.
So far- the figures are only figures and on the picture there is no set-scene. The latter is
done separately and when the moment for the real shooting of the scene comes, the
picture on celluloid is placed over the already drawn set-scene, and since it is with
transparent basis, one gets the impression that all is one whole thing.
Now the working version of the film is ready and there is nothing else to do but to add
sound tot he reel.
“The multiplication film, especially the animated one- requires from the painter an acute
sense not only for the form, but also for the line. For example, otherwise excellent
painters would not be able to work with us, if they draw lines, that are interrupted -
something that would disturb the purity of the picture- a major feature of our work,”
explains the head of the Cartoon films department at the Bulgarian Cinematography- the
painter Dimitar Todorov-Jarava, the producer of the first Bulgarian cartoon film.
There is one intriguing question:
“Why do you have to draw all this, and not use cut out figures, that would speed your
work?”
“In that case the outlines will give a shadow, even if they are made of the finest possible
paper.”
“Are the Bulgarian cartoon films going to be in colour?”



“Neither the first film: “It Serves Him Right”, nor the second: ”Wolf and Lamb”, which
we will soon start preparing, will be in colour, because we do not have the necessary
special reel. But without any doubt one day we will be able to produce also films in
colour.
Our first workers in the field of the cartoon films are working at a lot of inconveniences:
they do not have at their disposal neither expensive paints, nor proper for the purpose
celluloid. Their technical appliances are rather primitive; they are short of a lot of
materials…..
But the beginning is laid.
For the rest- the future will show.
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